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Warranty conditions for Golf Mats delivered by ÅhusTurf.

Revision date 2013-01-01. Revision: 2013 Rev A_En
What revision date to use: The purchase order date is the date that is valid for respective warranty
revision. Warranty revision should be issued on the Order Confirmation.

Conditions 2 Years warranty:
Customer Obligation:
1. The mat should be cleaned at least once per season (November is recommended). Brush, blow
or shake the mat is an approved way. This is to remove stones, sand and other particles that
could harm the artificial turf.
2. If the mat is positioned in such a way that stones, rests from mowed grass, sand etc is coming
to rest on the mat the cleaning procedure must be done once a month or in case of recognizing
too much dirty infill.
3. The mat should be turned 90 degrees frequently at least once a month or when recognizing that
surface is affected at actual standing position.
4. If you have a round mat then you turn to nearest unused spot and if you have an 8 edge mat you
turn one edge at the time.
Other:
1. Any kind of external* damage towards the golf mat will terminate the warranty.
*External damage is everything not related to golf shots.
Products with 2 years warranty:
Basic
Air
Quattro Pro
Original (Turbo)

Es gelten unsere Einkaufsbedingungen bzw.
unsere AGB. Einsicht unter:
www.friedola.de
oder auf schriftliche Anforderung!
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Condition 4 years warranty:
1. The customer must buy a service agreement from ÅhusTurf.
2. Customer obligation:
a. The mat should be cleaned once per season (July is recommended). Brush, blow or
shake the mat is an approved way. This is to remove stones, sand and other particles
that could harm the artificial turf.
b. If the mat is positioned in such a way that stones, rests from mowed grass, sand etc
is coming to rest on the mat the cleaning procedure must be done once a month.
c. The mat should be turned 90 degrees frequently at least once a month or when
recognizing that surface is affected at actual standing position.
d. If you have a round mat then you turn to nearest unused spot and if you have an 8
edge mat you turn one edge at the time.
3. ÅhusTurf obligation:
a. Complete cleaning by the end of the season with high pressure water.
b. Reposition the mats so the most used spot is moved to the least used position.
c. Check that the customer has fulfilled their obligations.
Other:
1. Any kind of external* damage towards the golf mat will terminate the warranty.
*External damage is everything not related to golf shots.
Products with 4 years warranty:
Air
Quattro Pro
Original (Turbo)

Es gelten unsere Einkaufsbedingungen bzw.
unsere AGB. Einsicht unter:
www.friedola.de
oder auf schriftliche Anforderung!
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